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Address Ardagh Glass 
1 Portland Place 
KA12 8JA Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Ardagh Glass currently has over 500 containers in its product range and the ability to make virtually any colour. 
The product range includes contains glass containers for all segments within the food and drink industry as well as containers for the pharmacy
industry. 
The last 10 years have seen major developments

in the area of lightweighting of glass containers within Ardagh Glass. This has been driven by our continued obsession with Quality, Service and
Innovation. 
We are very committed to working with our customers to achieve further weight reduction in all product categories. We offer our customers detailed
guidance on best in class weights against conventional design as well as highlighting the potential for weight reduction through adopting optimum
weight design parameters.

 

Company Profile of Ardagh Glass

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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